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CMO_Kymar says:
@::wipes the rain from his face-mask before looking down at the information scrolling across the computer on his forearm::

XO_Friday says:
::still sitting in his seat on the bridge, reading over the various reports that are trickling in slowly but surely from the AT::

CTO_Augustus says:
::takes a look at the information contained within the PADD.  this PADD holds AUgustus' unofficial investigation into the disappearnce and abduction of Commander Brina Rodz::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::pacing back and forth waiting for updates on the investigation::

CTO_Augustus says:
Self: Can I trust the Captain to understand this?

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: Doctor, any luck in identifying any of the malcontents among the dead?

CTO_Augustus says:
::reaching up he activates his Comm badge::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Exits his RR and enters the bridge::

CMO_Kymar says:
@CEO: Not yet, Commander. I have gotten a report from D'oh that 11 survivors have been found, no idea as to which of these, if any, are the ones we are looking for

CTO_Augustus says:
*CO*: Captain this is Augustus can you meet me in my quarters.

XO_Friday says:
::looks over at the Captain:: CO: Welcome back. ::gets up and moves over to his chair, mumbling about how much less nice it is::

MO_D`oh says:
@ *CMO*: Sir, we have found the crewmen you gave the team and I. They are all dead...

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: Keep me informed doctor. I want them all accounted for. Dead or alive.

CMO_Kymar says:
@*MO*: Acknowledged, Ensign. Kymar Out

CTO_Augustus says:
::activates a white noise device to secure the room of any listening devices.  Gladius is still untrustworthy since the last attempt to take the Qlb over::

CMO_Kymar says:
@::turning back to the CEO:: CEO: I trust you heard that....

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Thanks Commander. ::Taps commbadge::

Host Captain_Turner says:
*CTO*: Turner here. What is it Lt?

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: Those are the people that we are looking for?

CTO_Augustus says:
::shaking his head::

CTO_Augustus says:
*CO*: Please come to my quarters, I believe I have vital information

CMO_Kymar says:
@CEO: Yes Sir, I forwarded all information to the team about half hour ago

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: Very well, thank you doctor.

CMO_Kymar says:
@::nods to the CEO::

Host Captain_Turner says:
*CTO*: I'm on my way Lt.

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: No rest for the wicked. You have the bridge........................again. ::Grins::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Fraelin: Can you think of anyone else that worked here that may have had a reason to aide the saboteurs?

XO_Friday says:
::nods to the Captain::

CTO_Augustus says:
::Gladius quickly changes his uniform::

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: I swear you all just don't like seeing me in that seat. ::Laughs slightly::

CMO_Kymar says:
@::walks over to the CEO and Fraelin, keeping an eye on Fraelin's vitals using his make-shift lie detector::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Heads for the TL::

Fraelin says:
@ CEO: None

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Self: Well so much for that theory

Fraelin says:
@ CEO: Any idea of  when the devices were planted?

Host Captain_Turner says:
TL: Deck 6.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Fraelin: A drive signature was found from an unknown Ferengi shuttle that left about 12 hours ago.

Fraelin says:
@ CEO: That would have been when the fewest would have been on duty then, just the two engineers on watch.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Frealin: We must assume that was the sabatuers

Host Captain_Turner says:
::TL clunks to life::

CTO_Augustus says:
::wonders what is taking the Skipper so long::

Fraelin says:
@ CEO: In that case they would not know anything, the control room is windowless ::frowns::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::looks over the reports on the two shuttle signatures::

CMO_Kymar says:
@::thinks for a moment:: Fraelin: Just because you aren't watching it, doesn't mean that your not responsible for it. Are those engineers in the list you gave us or the malcontents?

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Exits the TL on deck 6 and heads towards the CTO's quarters::

Fraelin says:
@ CEO: Let me look at the watch list :: pulls it up on the computer::

CTO_Augustus says:
::gets a galss a water, after all he is going to put a lot of trust in his next actions::

Fraelin says:
@ CEO: Chief, the two on duty are among the best we had

CTO_Augustus says:
::Looks at the door trying to wish the chime to ring and the Captain to arrive::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Rings the chime to the CTO's quarters::

CTO_Augustus says:
DOOR: Enter

CMO_Kymar says:
@Fraelin: So they were not on the list? Can you forward their personnel files to my evac team?

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Fraelin: So it would appear that a scheduled Ferengi shuttle was cleared for landing. That one masked the signature of the second one which landed here at the plant, planted the explosives, and then rejoined the first shuttle on it's way out.

 Fraelin says:
@ CMO; Sure, give me a second :::Pulls up the available records::

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Please sit down sir::motioning to a chair in front of his desk::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Enters the CTO's quarters and sits down::

Fraelin says:
@ CEO: that would take tight scheduling, almost military

Host Captain_Turner says:
CTO: What is it Lt?

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Skipper...I know since your arrival my methods have seemed strange and maybe unorthodox

CMO_Kymar says:
@*MO_D'oh*: Could you please check in the survivors for the two engineers that Fraelin is about to send you the information for. Contact me if you have found them alive or among the dead...

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: but I believe that I will be able to explain some of what I have learned to date about the incident on the planet and maybe some in our recent history of this ship.  It may be connected.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Fraelin: It would also mean that the shuttles were identical in nature, or else the second shuttle would have been detected immediately. Also, they were short range shuttles, so they must have been from a larger ship.

Host Captain_Turner says:
CTO: I'm listening. ::Sits back::

Fraelin says:
@ CEO: I understand

CEO_Q`tor says:
@COM:*QIb*: Q'tor to QIb

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: First, what I have learned on the planet is this the charged were set in sequence as to ensure the effect that has took placed.  Thanks to Walker and Commander Q`tor, we were able to start to alter that effect almost immediately

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: However, the devices used were Klingon timers, the most effective and reliable on the open market, and a Vulcan explosive also in the same catagory

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Easily obtainable through out the galaxy and or Federation, nothing odd

MO_D`oh says:
@ *CMO*: Sir, we found them about 40 minutes ago....dead, both of them

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: What is odd was a trace that seemed familiar and almost too familiar.  That being of the second Ferengi shuttle

CMO_Kymar says:
@::looks down in disgust:: *MO*: OK, Keep me informed, Kymar Out.

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Do you follow me so far sir?

CEO_Q`tor says:
@COM*QIb*: Have sensor control look for signs of a Ferengi Marauder in the area within the last twelve hours

MO_D`oh says:
@ *CMO*: Their bodies contained large amounts of alcohol and food, they must have just been coming in after a night out. I don't know if this is of any relevance but its the only other information I have...

CMO_Kymar says:
@*MO*: Understood, Ensign. It might come in useful. Kymar Out

OPS_Udder says:
COMM *CEO* Uhm, we have the shipping  schedules of arrivals and departures already there was a Ferengi Frieghter listed among them.

Host Captain_Turner says:
CTO: I follow you.

CMO_Kymar says:
@CEO: ::walking back over:: Sir, the two engineers were found dead, they had most probably just come back after a night on the town as their stomach contents contained a lot of food and alcohol. Thats all the information I could get from their corpses....

CEO_Q`tor says:
@COMM *QIb*: Lock onto that freighter's warp signature. I want to know where it went.

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: OK, Upon my returned I pulled up a file on the vessels that left the Pirate base.  Where we found Commander Rodz, small differances, but not that much, it may be the same ship, attached to a differant vessel.  I have yet to examine the mother vessels' warp signature

OPS_Udder says:
COMM *CEO*  We also have their planned schedules of ports of calls listed

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Some of the items we recovered though were the same Klingon timers/detonators and the Vulcan explosives

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: Understood Doctor. I think we've found just about everything we can here. Have your team concentrate on aiding the few survivors and identifying the dead.

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Also ::hands over a PADD:: this is an investigation that the former OPS Commander Rodz asked me to do.  It was into her assualt.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@COMM *QIb*: What was their next port of call from here?

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: I believe that either this is or is ran by the same organization that abducted Brina

OPS_Udder says:
COMM *CEO* Alaarae IV

CMO_Kymar says:
@CEO: Most of the are out of immediate danger and can be beamed to the ship or any hospital that falls within the radius of our shield-dome

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Takes the PADD and looks at it:: CTO: Hmmmmmmmm.........good work Lt.

Host Captain_Turner says:
CTO: So whats the next step in the investigation?

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: See to it Doctor

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: I am not sure?  The reason is I usually just do things.  Most people have a problem with that, sir

CEO_Q`tor says:
@COMM *QIb*: Is the Captain available?

OPS_Udder says:
 COMM *CEO* Stand by, I will check

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Gut instinct, tells me what to do and how?  Experience kicks in and things get done.

Host Captain_Turner says:
CTO: Well continue your investigation but keep me informed on your findings.

OPS_Udder says:
*CO* Captain, the CEO would like a word from the planet.

CMO_Kymar says:
@::nods and walks off to a quiet area to organise his team:: *MO*: Begin sending the survivors to the QIb, they are ready to heal any injuries. Get your team onto body recovery, move them to the largest building under the dome and use it as a morgue...call down anyone from the ship you need to help in these order, Kymar Out

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: I need a shuttle craft, sir.  We have to trace the Ferengi mother ship, and the warp signature is getting cold.  I want Challenger and a crew to track them.

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Stands and walks over to the comm panel in Augustus' quarters:: *OPS*: Put him through.

OPS_Udder says:
*CO* Patched through , Captain.

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: The longer we wait, the further they get, and we can not leave until the help arrives.  This is the alternative.

MO_D`oh says:
@ COMM: QIb: *OPS_Uder*: I need 10 people from the medical staff to beam down to my location, tell them that they will be filled in on arrival and they need EVA suits. Do so now, D'oh out.

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Puts up one finger to pause the CTO:: COMM:*CEO*: Turner here, go ahead Commander.

OPS_Udder says:
::makes arrangements to make sure they are ready and beams the team down ::

MO_D`oh says:
@ ::starts to fill in the new team on their order and watches as they set about the grizzly task of finding, logging and moving the corpses to the make-shift morgue::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*CO*: Sir, our investigation has discovered that two short range Ferengi shuttles left here approximately 12 hours ago. I suspect that one of them is responsible for this disaster. There was a Ferengi freighter in orbit at the time. Records indicate that it has since departed for Alaarae IV. Sir, I think it is imperitave that we intercept that Ferengi vessel.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*CO*: In my opinion if we find that freighter we will find our sabatuers

CTO_Augustus says:
::listens to the communications from Q`tor::

Host Captain_Turner says:
*CEO*: Okay Commander. Leave a contingent of personel behind to tie up whatever loose ends we have on the surface and then beam back aboard.

CTO_Augustus says:
::shakes his head in agreement::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*CO*: Aye sir.

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Turns to the CTO:: CTO: Sorry about that Lieutenant. Looks like we might get confirmation of your analysis sooner than we thought. Report to the bridge as soon as you can. ::Turns to leave::

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Captain

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: Doctor, choose a team to remain here until the medical ships arrive.

CTO_Augustus says:
::holds out his hand for the PADD::

CMO_Kymar says:
@CEO: Aye, Commander

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: I need that back, I was ordered by Commander Rodz to keep until further notice, sir

CMO_Kymar says:
@*MO*: D'oh, I want you and your team to stay on the planet and clear up this mess until the Medical Ships arrive, the QIb is going to persue this Ferengi vessel and I must go with. Good luck, Kymar Out. ::nodding to the CEO he walks over and stands next to him, readying himself to get beamed up::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*Jacin*: Mister Jacin, keep whatever security personnel you need to keep the area secure. Send the rest back to the QIb. You will be in command of the investigation until our return.

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: I think she is embarassed by some of the items I have uncovered

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: Are you ready doctor?

CTO_Augustus says:
CO:....and an order is an order

Host Captain_Turner says:
CTO: Understood Lt. ::Hands the PADD back::

CMO_Kymar says:
@CEO: Ready as I'll ever be, just pray that there isn't a transporter fault...because you can never be ready for that ::grins manically::

Host Captain_Turner says:
CTO: I want an encrypted copy of that on my desk by tonight though. ::Exits the CTO's quarters and heads for the TL::

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Thank you sir.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@COMM *QIb*: Q'tor here. We're ready to beam out.

CTO_Augustus says:
::places the PADD in a safe in his quarters and heads for the bridge and his post::

OPS_Udder says:
::Beams the CEO, CMO and others back up ::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Enters the TL::

Host Captain_Turner says:
TL: Bridge.

Host Captain_Turner says:
::TL comes to life::

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Understood sir, on the items that are pertaining to the investigaation currently

CEO_Q`tor says:
::makes his way back to the bridge to report::

OPS_Udder says:
*CO* CEO and his party beamed back aboard , sir

CTO_Augustus says:
::adjusts his sheath in the back of his uniform, as they head to the bridge::

CMO_Kymar says:
::steps off the transporter pad and heads for the bridge::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::stops remembering he wants to get out of this EVA suit.....takes it off and then heads to the bridge::

CEO_Q`tor says:
Self: Ahh....I can breathe again

CMO_Kymar says:
::feels really bulky in his EVA suit but keeps it on until he can get back to Sickbay, just taking the helmet off and keeping it under his arm::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::Enters the TL:: TL: Deck one

CMO_Kymar says:
::walks out of the TL as it grunts into position outside the bridge::

CTO_Augustus says:
::takes his post relieving his TO and logs in, downloading all logs for his review::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Taps commbadge:: *OPS*: Understood. I'm on my way.

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Enters bridge::

OPS_Udder says:
All; Captain on the bridge !

CEO_Q`tor says:
::Steps out of the TL onto the bridge and walks over to the CO::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Walks towards center seat and sits down::

CTO_Augustus says:
:starts scanning for any trace elements and engine trace particles that are similar to those of the pirate base::

Host Captain_Turner says:
All: Stations everyone!

CEO_Q`tor says:
::hands the CO his tricorder and PADD:: CO: The investigation findings to this point sir

CMO_Kymar says:
::hanging the helmet on a clip at his belt he puts his hands behind his back and stands at ease, wating for whatever might come 
their way this time around::

Host Captain_Turner says:
CTO: Yellow alert! Bring the cloak on line!

Host Captain_Turner says:
All: Lets go catch us some Ferengi gentlemen!
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